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Research Pitch
Next class is our last class! 

5 minute research presentation 
- Extended elevator pitch 

Get us excited about your research area!
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Visuals Matter
Slides 
Posters 
Papers 

- Diagrams 
- Graphs 
- Even fonts and formatting! 

You want your work to look: 
- Professional 
- Attractive 
- Memorable 
- Informative
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Let’s go back in time…

Tim Wood’s Thesis Defense

Sometime in April, 2011
Somewhere in farm country, Massachusetts
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Data Centers
• Infrastructure as a Service clouds  

rent server and storage resources on demand

• Data Centers are BIG server farms
• Clusters of 10,000s of servers
• Growing to 100s of thousands

• Host many application types
• Web servers, databases
• Custom business apps
• Search clusters, data mining

Challenges: large scale and 
dynamic workload fluctuations
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Server Virtualization
• Data centers use virtualization to share physical 

resources and simplify automation

• Allows a server to be “sliced”  
into Virtual Machines

• VM has own OS/applications
• Rapidly adjust resource allocations
• VM migration within a LAN

Hypervisor

Linux

VM 2

Windows

VM 1

Windows Linux
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• How to transition applications to VMs and account for 
virtualization overheads?
• MOVE: Modeling Overheads of Virtual Environments

• Where should VMs be placed to allow for the greatest level of 
server consolidation?
• Memory Buddies: Memory sharing guided placement

• How to dynamically allocate VM resources to prevent server 
overload?
• Sandpiper: Automated VM migration and resizing
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Within a Data Center

Deployment Resource Management Reliability

MOVE Memory 
Buddies Sandpiper CloudNet Pipe  

Cloud
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Sandpiper

Memory Buddies
Within a Data Center
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What is good in these slides?

!9
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What is good in these slides?
Good balance of text and visuals 
Nice high level overview of thesis 
Good connections between components of thesis 

Animation is a bit excessive
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Slide Tips
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Limit your text (84 point)

Use large fonts (41 point) 
- Not smaller than this (32 point) 

Use bullets, not paragraphs 
- Emphasize your key points 

Don’t try to be exhaustive 
- Unless the slides will be referred to later without your speech 

Don’t try to cram in too much content!
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Limit your text (ugly version)

Use large fonts 
- Not smaller than this (32 point) 

Use bullets, not paragraphs 
- Emphasize your key points 

Don’t try to be exhaustive 
- Unless the slides will be referred to later without your speech 

Don’t try to cram in too much content!
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Mix Text and Images
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USE A HIERARCHY

• This is text

• This is also text

• This is even more text

• Why are they all the same size?
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Use a hierarchy
This is text 

- This is also text 
- This is even more text 

- Note that they are not the same size! 

White space is important, but Keynote is absurd 
- And sub bullets with a smaller font size help viewers focus on 

key points 

Make your own template  
and keep improving it!
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This is where I put my content
Here is more content

Wow, this is just awful.
Why is the bar so big at the bottom?

I have so little useful space and it is poorly laid out.

GW PPT Template
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My Template
Text that is reasonably large 

- Sub bullets that are smaller 
- Sub-sub bullets that are even smaller, although I rarely use them 
- (Mainly so I can add spacing more flexibly) 

Large “before paragraph” spacing so bullets aren’t 
too tight and smaller line spacing so you can fit 
denser text when needed (try to avoid multi-line) 
A useful footer with your name and affiliation 

- Always include the slide number in corner! 

Minimal background images 
Optional: school / lab logos

!19

Pop up boxes to emphasize 
key points!
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Should we animate?
Text that is reasonably large 

- Sub bullets that are smaller 
- Sub-sub bullets that are even smaller, although I rarely use them 
- (Mainly so I can add spacing more flexibly) 

Large “before paragraph” spacing so bullets aren’t 
too tight and smaller line spacing so you can fit 
denser text when needed (try to avoid multi-line) 
A useful footer with your name and affiliation 

- Always include the slide number in corner! 

Minimal background images 
Optional: school / lab logos

!20

It depends! Usually only if 
~3 bullets on slide
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Animations
Useful, but “expensive” to create 

Can be distracting if  
overused 

Suggestion: only use animation for emphasizing 
most important points 

- And you only have at most 3 of those, right?
!21
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Color Inspiration

!22

From Boxes and Arrows
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Color
Related colors 

Complementary colors

!23

Limit	the	number	 
of	colors	

Max	per	display:	4	

Max	across	en9re	
app:	7
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Font/Background Color
White background with a black font is easier to read 

Black background with white font can look childish 

Other colors may not have enough contrast or could 
look strange depending on the projector

!24
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Font/Background Color
White background with a black font is easier to read 

Black background with white font can look childish 

Other colors may not have enough contrast or could 
look strange depending on the projector
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Font/Background Color
White background with a black font is easier to read 

Black background with white font can look childish 

Other colors may not have enough contrast or could 
look strange depending on the projector
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Fonts
Know the difference between: 
Serif fonts: easier to read in print 

- Times New Roman 

Sans-Serif fonts: more modern on screen 
- Arial, Helvetica 

Monospaced fonts: only for code 
- Courier

Never use Comic Sans!

!27
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Ted Talk style?
Should we mimic TED talk slide style?
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PREPARING TO FAIL

Photo: Blair Harkness



INFRASTRUCTURE

CODE

PEOPLE



INFRASTRUCTURE

WINSTON CHURCHILL

“Success is stumbling from failure to failure 
with no loss of enthusiasm.”



REDUNDANCY



MULTIPLE HARD DRIVES
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TED Slide Style
Don’t use this for a technical talk 
TED is great inspiration for speaking style 

- but the slide format is mainly relevant for “motivational” talks 

Similarly, much of the advice for making great slides 
online is not relevant! 

- They are for a business audience!

!35
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Know your audience!
Slide format will be very different… 
Classroom tutorial 

- lots of text, slides need to be able to stand on their own 

Talk at CS conference 
- Precise, technical material. Mix of text and visuals 

Pitching a startup or product 
- Focus on excitement and innovation, advertising not science 

Talk at Department of Defense 
- They love text heavy slides for some reason…  

Each company / org will have its own “culture"

!36



Diagrams and Graphs 
Tips
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Diagrams
Visual representations of your algorithm, system, or 
approach are always helpful 

- Make the paper easier to understand 
- Break up large chunks of text 

Find a tool that works for you 
- My lab uses Omnigraffle (mac only) 
- Use something consistently so you become more efficient

!38
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Figure 3: On the left side is the local failover of NF Instance. Upon NF1 failure in Node-1, NF Manager initiates failover seam-
lessly to local replica NF1’. The right side represents the remote failover of NF chain (NF3, NF4, NF5) to the remote standby
node. Upon failure of Primary (Node-2), the predecessor nodes (Node-1) initiates failover by replaying the packets from its
logged bu�er and also redirects the subsequent packets to the standby node.

loss of connectivity) when the backup is on another node, as shown
at right in Figure 3.
Standby server: The NF Orchestrator designates a standby node and
noti�es the NF Managers at both the node with the active NFs of
the chain (Primary) and the predecessor node serving the NF chain.
The node with the Active NFs and the predecessor node monitor the
liveness status using BFD (more detail in §3.4). If an alternate route
to the primary server exists after a link failure (i.e., an alternate
output port has been con�gured by SDN controller), the predeces-
sor node simply redirects the tra�c. If a link or node failure makes
the primary unreachable, the predecessor node initiates the replay
mode on the designated standby/backup node.
Chain-wide state checkpointing: REINFORCE relies on �ve key con-
cepts, i.e., i) Packet logging with timestamps, ii) Latch bu�ers for
external synchrony, iii) Pipelined replication, iv) Atomic state up-
dates and v) Replay-based recovery to assure consistent and e�-
cient failure resiliency of chains replicated to a secondary host. We
describe these now.
(1) Packet loggingwith logical time stamping: In REINFORCE,
all the incoming packets at the predecessor node are appended with
a logical timestamp (e.g., simple 64 bit packet counter)3. And all
the outgoing packets are logged (bu�ered) in per-port rotating log
bu�ers at each of the NFV nodes (predecessors).
The input packet log at the predecessor node is used to replay
packets to the standby node when an active node fails. At the
active NFV node, the timestamped value of each packet is used to
track the packet processing progress for a �ow. This information is
maintained in a Transmit Timestamp (TxTs) table replicated across
the primary and backup nodes. The input logger �ushes bu�ered
packets upon noti�cation by the active node’s NF Manager that
they have been successfully sent out.
(2) Transmit latch bu�ers: Bu�ering packets are needed to pro-
vide external synchrony in the face of failure, but excessive bu�er-
ing increases latency. Packets are stored in a latch bu�er at the
end of the service chain on the primary server. If all packets pro-
cessed within a batch are deterministic (which is often the case),

3A single nondecreasing counter is su�cient on the Logger; this, in turn, gives
monotonic per-�ow counters when packets are demultiplexed on the primary node

then they can be released more quickly since the standby must
only update its TxTs table in order to know which packets must
be replayed in the event of a failure. Once a TxTs table ‘commit’
acknowledgment arrives from the standby’s RSync component indi-
cating the timestamps for deterministic packet batches are recorded,
packets are released to downstream external nodes. On the other
hand, replay is unsafe for packets with non-determinism, so REIN-
FORCE proactively pushes checkpoints for any batch that contains
non-determinism as described next.
(3) Pipelined replication: Our remote replication scheme sim-
pli�es consistency and improves performance by leveraging the
local checkpoints that we already provide for software failures on
the primary host. The local replicas have their state updated at the
end of each batch of packets, as described in Section 3.2, which
gives a consistent version of the state that can be copied to the
remote server without any need to pause the primary replica. As
discussed previously, an important feature is that REINFORCE dif-
ferentiates between deterministic and non-deterministic updates
to either NF state or packet data. Deterministic updates can be
recovered via replay on the remote host, so state checkpoints can
be replicated in a lazy fashion to reduce overhead. On the other
hand, non-deterministic state updates cannot be replayed, so packet
batches with non-determinism need to have a checkpoint replicated
to the backup before they are released from the primary. Fortu-
nately, this replication can be parallelized in two ways. First, it can
be performed concurrently with subsequent packet processing in
the remainder of the chain. Second, as shown previously in Fig-
ure 1(c), an NF can continue to speculatively execute deterministic
batches of packets while a checkpoint completes, only stalling its
processing if a second non-deterministic batch occurs. To main-
tain packet ordering, deterministic packets that are processed after
the non-deterministic packets are also not released until the non-
deterministic packets are released. This gives the ability to continue
making progress subsequent to a non-deterministic packet as long
as no other non-deterministic packet processing occurs before state
corresponding to the �rst non-deterministic packet processing is
complete. Otherwise, we have to stall packet processing to ensure
correct recovery of the state at the remote replica in the event of fail-
ures while the state is being checkpointed and copied to the replica.
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Bad Diagrams
Is this a good system diagram?

!39

capacity is close to desired utilization without taking under 
consideration their cost. However, in practice as the results 
that follow in Section VI will exhibit, the total cost is also 
reduced.  

The number of variables and constraints in the above 
ILP formulation depend on the number D of instance types 
that can be used and the number M of running instances in 
S. In the worst case, all the D available instance types are 
candidates to replace a running instance’s type. 
Additionally, the number of candidate instance types can be 
reduced if the user sets region and operating constraints 
(non included in TABLE II. ).For example, the user can set 
constrains in order to change a running instance with 
another instance of the same machine type, of the same 
operation system or running in the same region (TABLE I. 
). Using these constraints the number of available choices 
for the algorithm is reduced significantly, along with the 
time required to acquire the optimal solution. For that 
reason the proposed mechanisms include a pre-processing 
phase, in order to select the type of instances that can be 
used by the ILP algorithm and pass them as input to the ILP. 
In case there are no such constraints, the pre-processing 
phase can be omitted.  
 

V. SMART CLOUD MONITORING – SUMO 
In this section we present SuMo – Smart Cloud Monitoring 
toolkit, which contains the necessary mechanisms for 
collecting monitoring data from Amazon Web Services 
(AWS) and analyzing them. SuMo includes the proposed 
ILP algorithm, while other techniques presented previously 
on previous works (e.g., [16]) will also be incorporated. 
SuMo makes easy for anyone, a researcher or an 
administrator, to monitor the owned instances, run the 
proposed mechanisms or implement new more intelligent 
ones. SuMo is open-source and available through github 
[31]. To the best of our knowledge SuMo is the only open-
source cloud monitoring toolkit for public clouds and in 
particular AWS. 

SuMo is written in Python; utilizing the boto framework 
[26] for communicating with AWS. It also uses the SciPy 
[27] and NumPy [28] libraries for scientific computations. 
For the ILP technique SuMo interfaces with IBM ILOG 
CPLEX Optimizer [29], which is free for non-commercial 
purposes, interfacing with other (more open) ILP solvers is 
also under way. 

SuMo is composed of four main components/modules 
(Figure 1): cloudData, simCloudData, cloudKeeping and 
cloudForce.  

 
Figure 1 SuMo – Smart cloud Monitoring 

The clouData module contains all the necessary methods 
for retrieving a user’s current running instances, for getting 
the price of an instance type and its exact characteristics 
(e.g., EC2 Compute Units - ECU). Interestingly, AWS do 
not provide directly, through an API, instance pricing and 
information on the instance characteristics. Instead, for 
pricing information one has to retrieve and analyze the 
JSON files used by the AWS web site that contain the 
relative information [30]. For the instances’ characteristics, 
SuMo provides static JSON files with the necessary 
information. The cloudData module also contains methods 
that return, through the boto API (and indirectly through 
CloudWatch, see Section III and [20]) information 
regarding the CPU, the disk and the network utilization of a 
particular instance, for a given time period and particular 
time slot. The returned utilization information is in the form 
of a signal, such as the one in Eq. (1), presented earlier in 
the ILP algorithm (Section IV). Some of the most important 
functions of cloudData module are the following: 

x get_instances: returns a list of all running instances   
x get_aws_statistics: returns statistics for the metrics listed 

in Section III for a particular time period  
x get_instances_workload: computes per instance 

workload based on their ECU capacity and CPU usage 
x get_instances_cost: computes per instance cost based on 

their prices [30] and running times 

However, since it is not always possible for a researcher 
to have access to a large number of instances and instances’ 
data, SuMo also includes simCloudData module. This 
module provides access to a set of functions for creating 
“simulated” (or synthetic) instances and the associated data 
(e.g., utilization). Users can configure all the basic 
parameters (machine type, region, operating system, status, 
instance usage) for creating the simulated  instances. 
Furthermore, the “simulated” data/information produced by 
simCloudData can be used by the methods available to the 
other modules, without any other requirements or 
modificatons, since these are in the same format as the data 
produced by cloudData module’s methods. Some of the 
most important functions of simCloudData module are the 
following: 

x get_instances: creates a number of “simulated” instances 
x get_aws_statistics: creates “simulated” statistics data, 

based on user preferences 
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Common Problems
Useless content 
Bad color choices 

- Indistinguishable, childish, etc 

Fonts need to be bigger! 
No caption to explain 

- I prefer useful captions instead of “title” captions

!40
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Color to BW
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Color to BW
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Let’s make a diagram…
Goals: 
Clean, consistent shapes 
Clear connections between components 
Useful colors 
Looks good in print

!43
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(a) Amazon Elasticity Space (b) Rackspace Elasticity Space (c) Amazon + Rackspace Elasticity Space

Figure 6: Monitoring Single and Multi-Cloud Elasticity Space

(a) 2006 Vs 2007

(b) 2007 Vs 2012

Figure 5: Amazon EC2 Elasticity Space History

Rackspace IaaS services data. A visualization built using the

Elasticity Space API of the two separate cloud providers
elasticity spaces and the multi-cloud elasticity space re-
sulting from their union is shown in Figure 6. From the
visualization we can see that the combination of the two
spaces creates in this case a larger elasticity space, providing
a wider range of options for cloud clients and allowing both
single and multi-cloud service selection in a uniform manner.

2) Monitoring Cloud Application Elasticity: This second
evaluation scenario highlights the Elasticity Space API ca-
pabilities for monitoring cloud applications elasticity space
and elasticity signature. The selected target application is
a distributed application deployed on multiple virtual ma-
chines. Our elasticity tool views it as a black box, only
accessing monitoring data provided by Ganglia [15] for
each of the virtual machines. The application is using
uniformly Amazon M1.Small EC2 instance types on our
OpenStack cloud and can instantiate a maximum of 5
machines, but the actual number of instantiated machines
varies with respect to its workload. This maximum num-
ber of 5 machines and their type defines the application
elasticity space on our cloud. Monitoring the application
elasticity signature (Figure 7) cloud clients can notice when
the currently reserved resources usage reaches 100% (Fig-
ure 7a) and how the increase of allocated resources by
increasing the number of running machines decreases the
overall resource usage, potentially avoiding performance
bottlenecks (Figure 7b and 7c). Monitoring cloud application
behaviour in terms of elasticity space and signature exposes
detailed information about the cloud application behaviour
and provides essential support for building automatic cloud
application elasticity management controllers.

VI. RELATED WORK

In [1] the authors present a comprehensive survey over
the economics and elasticity challenges in public clouds.
The challenges in managing cloud computing systems are
analysed in [2] and [21]. A business oriented view over cloud

Graphs
Stick with “standard” graph types  

- Unless you have a good reason 
- Standards: Scatter plot, line plot, bar plot 
- Avoid pie charts and “infographic” look 

Include error bars! 
- Use standard deviation 

or confidence interval

!44

Every graph in this paper 
was a radar chart… odd
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Graphs
What tool do you use to make plots? 

- gnuplot, matplotlib, seaborn, tableau, matlab, R… 

Avoid tools like Excel 
- Most papers I review with Excel graphs I reject (not usually 

because of the graphs, but it is a sign of amateur-ness) 

Use the same tool as your lab-mates 
- Have lab scripts for making beautiful graphs

!45
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Graph Tips
Use: 

- Thick lines 
- Very large fonts 
- Axis labels 
- Wide format

!46

• Avoid: 
- Similar colors (check BW!) 
- Non-0 starting axes 
- Titles (if you have caption) 
- Square aspect ratio
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Line Graphs…
My high school science teacher would (correctly) fail 
me for making this graph… why?
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Line Graphs…
My high school science teacher would (correctly) fail 
me for making this graph… why? 
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“Connect the dots” is really unscientific! 
Trend lines are way better! 

But this is what the community expects!
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Accessibility
Color blindness 

- 1 in 12 men, 1 in 200 women
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Accessibility
Color blindness 

- 1 in 12 men, 1 in 200 women 

Blindness 
- about 8 million people in the 

US have a visual disability 

Many types of disabilities 
to be aware of: sight, 
sound, touch, mobility

!50
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Visual Recipes
Slides: 

- Mixture of text and images 
- Keep bullets simple, fonts clear 
- Use animation sparingly for emphasis 

Diagrams: 
- Pick the right level of abstraction; focus on relationships 
- Use LARGE fonts! 
- Be sure colors work in B&W 

Graphs: 
- Use easy to understand plot types 
- Use thick lines and be sure they are distinguishable 
- Use LARGE fonts! 
- Be sure colors work in B&W
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